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Abstract. Many semantic search tool evaluations have reported a user
preference for free natural language as a query input approach as opposed
to controlled or view-based inputs. Although the flexibility offered by
this approach is a significant advantage, it can also be a major difficulty.
Allowing users complete freedom in the choice of terms increases the
difficulty for the search tools to match terms with the underlying data.
This causes either a mismatch which affects precision, or a missing match
which affects recall. In this paper, we present an empirical investigation
on the use of named entity recognition, word sense disambiguation, and
ontology-based heuristics in an approach attempting to bridge this gap
between user terms and ontology concepts, properties and entities. We
use the dataset provided by the Question Answering over Linked Data
(QALD-2) workshop in our analysis and tests.
Keywords: semantic search, natural language query approach, word
sense disambiguation, evaluation
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Introduction

In its broadest sense, Semantic Search describes the process of matching document content with user intent. Semantic search tools adopt different query input
approaches, ranging from natural language (‘free’ NL [1, 2] and ‘guided’ NL [3])
to view-based (forms [4] and graphs [5]) interfaces. Each of these strategies offer
the user different levels of flexibility, query language expressiveness and support
during query formulation. Evaluations have shown that users appreciate the simplicity, flexibility, and fast query input of the free NL approach [6, 7]. However,
flexibility increases the difficulty of the underlying system’s task of mapping their
linguistic terms onto the correct ontological concepts and properties and Linked
Data entities. Core to this difficulty are polysemy (single word with more than
one meaning) and synonymy (multiple words with the same meaning). While
the former affects precision of results by providing false matches and the latter
affects recall by causing true (semantic) matches to be missed [8], both of them
are usually addressed by using a word sense disambiguation (WSD) approach.
For example, in order to answer the question “How tall is ...?”, the query term
tall needs to be mapped to the ontology property height (a term related to tall).
However, the term tall is also polysemous and has different senses including
(from WordNet):
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– “great in vertical dimension; high in stature; tall people; tall buildings, etc.”
– “too improbable to admit of belief; a tall story”
– “impressively difficult; a tall order”
Therefore, the term must be disambiguated and the right sense identified (the
first in this example), before attempting to gather related terms.
An additional difficulty is Named Entity (NE) recognition and disambiguation. NE recognition approaches include parsing and then matching to resources
in the ontology; directly recognising and disambiguating using a state of the art
(SOA) NE recogniser [9], or treating them as ‘normal’ query terms which are
mapped to ontology concepts and resources (the approach taken by [2] and [10]).
The computational cost of matching NEs to resources in a number of ontologies can increase in proportion to the ontology size. Furthermore, NEs can refer
to multiple real world entities thus necessitating NE disambiguation. This is
usually performed using the context of the query and the structure of the ontology in which the term occurs. For example, in the question Which river does
the Brooklyn Bridge cross?, the terms Brooklyn Bridge and Brooklyn would be
mapped to the DBpedia resources res:Brooklyn Bridge describing the bridge,
and res:Brooklyn1 describing the city in New York, respectively. The first can
be correctly selected based on an ontology structure which shows that the property crosses connects a river to a bridge and not to a city.
In this paper, we present a free-NL semantic search approach that bridges
the gap between the sense of the user query terms and the underlying ontology’s
concepts and properties. We use an extended-Lesk WSD approach (Section 2)
and a NE recogniser (Section 3.1) together with a set of advanced string similarity algorithms and ontology-based heuristics to match query terms to ontology
concepts and properties (Section 3.3). Section 4 presents the evaluation of our
approach using the dataset provided by the Question Answering over Linked
Data (QALD-2) workshop2 .

2

Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD)

Disambiguating polysemous words in user queries is of paramount importance
to understand user intent and provide correct results. Indeed, identifying the
intended sense of a polysemous word is a necessity for query expansion which is
often used by search tools to bridge the gap between user terms and ontological
concepts and properties. Some search approaches consider all the senses of a
polysemous word and use their related terms for query expansion [10]. However,
we believe this increases noise and irrelevant matches and, therefore, affect precision. On the other hand, in the disambiguation approach described in [11], a
specific WordNet synset is considered relevant only if one of its senses (separate words in a WordNet synset) exists in the synonyms, hypernyms, hyponyms,
holonyms or meronyms of an ancestor or a descendant of the synset.
1
2

The prefix res refers to: <http://dbpedia.org/resource/>
http://greententacle.techfak.uni-bielefeld.de/~cunger/qald/index.php?x=
challenge&q=2
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Knowledge-based WSD approaches use dictionaries and lexicons such as
WordNet to perform WSD and are often considered a middle ground between supervised and unsupervised approaches. Although graph-based approaches have
been gaining more attention recently for their high performance [12, 13], in this
work, we use an extended-Lesk approach for the following reasons: 1) it was
one of the highest performing in knowledge-based approaches (see UPV-WSD
in [14]); [15] showed only 2 % difference when compared with the Degree Centrality algorithm, and 2) it is a simpler approach to test our hypothesis of improving
the mapping between NL queries and LD ontologies using a WSD approach with
high-coverage knowledgebase (BabelNet).
WordNet is the predominant resource used in such knowledge-based WSD
approaches; however, it has been argued that its fine granularity is the main
problem for achieving high performance in WSD [12, 16]. In light of this, we,
alternatively, used BabelNet [12] for disambiguation. BabelNet is a very large
multilingual ontology with wide-coverage obtained from the automatic integration of WordNet and Wikipedia. We believe that Wikipedia’s richness of explicit
and implicit semantic knowledge together with the lexical coverage provided by
WordNet as noted by [12] could be very useful for our approach and in general
for semantic search to both expand and disambiguate users’ queries.
Following [17], we apply an extended-Lesk approach in which various semantic relations are added to the context and synsets’ bags to perform the disambiguation. The selected relations provided the highest performance based on our
experiments using the SemEval-2007 coarse-grained all-words dataset3 . These
relations – in order of their contribution to the WSD – are: 1) direct hyponyms;
2) second-level hypernyms; 3) synsets’ glosses (only the examples part [18]);
4) WordNet semantic relations: attribute, similar to and see also; and finally,
5) glosses of synsets related to the main synset through one of the hyponyms,
hypernyms, or semantic relations.

3

Sense-aware Search

Users exhibit a general preference for short NL queries, consisting of keywords
or phrases, as opposed to full sentences and a random query structure with no
specific order for the query terms [19]. In this section we describe a novel semantic
search approach in which free-form natural language queries are processed to
establish the user intent and underlying ‘meaning’ of the query (using word sense
disambiguation; see Section 2) allowing the query terms to be more accurately
associated with the underlying dataset’s concepts and properties. Our approach
consists of five stages:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
3

Recognition and disambiguation of Named Entities.
Parsing the NL query.
Matching query terms with ontology concepts and properties.
Generation of candidate triples.
Integration of triples and generation of SPARQL queries.

http://lcl.uniroma1.it/coarse-grained-aw/index.html
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3.1

Recognition and Disambiguation of Named Entities

Named entities are recognised using AlchemyAPI4 which had the best NE recognition performance in a recent evaluation of SOA recognisers [9]. However, AlchemyAPI exhibits poor disambiguation performance [9]; in this paper, each NE is
disambiguated using BabelNet as described above.
For example, for the question “In which country does the Nile start?”, the
term Nile has different matches in BabelNet. These matches include:
–
–
–
–

http://dbpedia.org/resource/Nile (singer)
http://dbpedia.org/resource/Nile (TV series)
http://dbpedia.org/resource/Nile (band)
http://dbpedia.org/resource/Nile

Although one could select the last URI as an exact match to the query term,
syntactic matching alone can not guarantee the intended meaning of the term,
which is better identified using the query context. Using our WSD approach, we
would select the correct match for Nile as a river since more overlapping terms
are found between this sense and the query (such as geography, area, culture and
continent) than the other senses.
3.2

Parsing and Disambiguation of the Natural Language Query

The second step is to parse the NL query, which is done using the Stanford
parser [20]. However, since we do not expect users to adhere to correct grammar
or structure in their queries we do not use the generated parse trees; we only
use lemmatisation and part of speech (POS) tagging. Each query term is stored
with its lemma and POS tag except for previously recognised NEs which are not
lemmatised. Additionally, we identify the position of each term with respect to
the rest of the query and use this in the later step. For example, the question
Which software has been developed by organizations founded in California? from
the QALD-2 dataset generates the following outcome:
–
–
–
–
–

software: at position 1 and POS NP
developed: at position 2 and POS VBN
organizations: at position 3 and POS NNS
founded: at position 4 and POS VBN
California: at position 5 and POS NP

Equivalent output is also generated when using keywords or phrases. At the
end of this step, any proper nouns identified by the parser and which were not
recognised by AlchemyAPI as NEs are disambiguated as described in Section 2
and added to the set of recognised entities. This ensures that, for the example
used above: In which country does the Nile start the algorithm does not miss
the entity Nile because it was not recognised by AlchemyAPI.
4
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3.3 Matching Query Terms with Ontology Concepts and Properties
The terms generated from the second step (Section 3.2) are then matched to
concepts and properties in the ontologies being used. Noun phrases, nouns and
adjectives are matched with both concepts and properties, while verbs are only
matched with properties. After gathering all candidate ontology matches that are
syntactically similar to a query term, these are then ordered using two string similarity algorithms: Jaro-Winkler [21] and Double Metaphone [22]. Jaro-Winkler
depends on comparing the number and order of common characters. Similar to
Monge Elkan [23] which is used by [24], it gives a high score to terms which are
parts of each other. This is useful since ontology concepts and properties are
usually named in this way: for instance, the term population and the property
totalPopulation are given a high similarity score using this algorithm. An additional advantage of this algorithm is efficiency; [25] found it to be an order
of magnitude faster than Monge-Elkan. We set the threshold for accepting a
match to 0.791, which was shown by [26] to be the best threshold value. Double
Metaphone captures words based on a phonetic basis and is, therefore, useful to
capture similarly sounding terms.
If a query term produces no matches, its lemma is used for matching. If no
matches were found, derivationally related forms of the query term are then
used. For example, the property creator in the question Which television shows
were created by Walt Disney? is only found after getting these forms for the term
create. After this, if no matches are found, the query term is then disambiguated
using our WSD approach and terms related to the identified synset are gathered.
These terms are used to find matches in the ontology, based on both their level
in the taxonomy (the nearest, the better) and in order of their contribution to
the WSD as shown by the results of our experiments. Thus, synonyms are used
first, then semantic relations (the appropriate ones), followed by hyponyms, and
finally hypernyms. For nouns, no semantic relations are used, while for verbs,
see also is used and finally, for adjectives, attribute and similar to are used in
that order. Indeed, the attribute relation is very useful for adjectives since, for
example, the property height is identified as an attribute for the adjective tall,
which allows answering the question “How tall is ...?”. The query term is marked
as not found if no matches were found after all expansion terms have been used.
Note that we do not match superlatives or comparatives to ontology concepts
or properties; they are used in the next step to generate the appropriate triples.
3.4 Generation of Candidate Triples
After all terms have gone through the matching process, the query can be interpreted in terms of a set of ontology concepts, properties and instances that need
to be linked together. The structure of the ontology (taxonomy of classes and
domain and range information of properties) in addition to BabelNet are used
in this step, as will be explained next.
Three-Terms Rule Firstly, each three consecutive terms are matched (using the information about their relative positions as explained in Section 3.2)
against a set of templates. The intuition is to find a subject with a specified
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relation to a given object. Then, the ontology matches associated with each
term are used to generate one or more candidate triples. For instance, the question Which television shows were created by Walt Disney? which can also be
given as keywords television show, create, Walt Disney matches the template
concept-property-instance and generates the following triples:
?television_show <dbo:creator> <res:Walt_Disney>.
?television_show <dbp:creator> <res:Walt_Disney>.
?television_show <dbo:creativeDirector> <res:Walt_Disney>.
Triples generated from the same query term are ordered according to the
similarity of the matches found in them with respect to this term. In this
example, the two properties dbo:creator and dbp:creator are ordered before dbo:creativeDirector5 since they have a higher similarity score with the
query term create. Similar questions that would be matched to this template
include airports located in California, and actors born in Germany. The other
templates capture the different ordering that can be found in the query such
as instance-property-concept in the question Was Natalie Portman born in the
United States? or property-concept-instance in the question birthdays of actors
of television show Charmed. Note that in the last example, since we identify the
type of the instance Charmed as ‘television show’, we exclude the latter during
triples generation making it: birthdays of actors of Charmed.
Two-Terms Rule Some user queries contain fewer than three pieces of information, thus preventing the application of the Three-Terms Rule. This can
happen in three situations: 1) no match between the derived terms and any
three-term template; 2) the template did not generate candidate triples; or 3)
there are fewer than three derived terms.
For example, the second situations occurs in the second part of the question
In which films directed by Garry Marshall was Julia Roberts starring? in which
the terms Garry Marshall, Julia Roberts and starring would be matched to an
existing template but without generating candidate triples. The requirement
that the domain of the property (in this case: Film) must be the type of one
of the instances was not met. In these scenarios, we follow the same process of
template matching and triples generation for each pair of consecutive terms. For
instance, the question area code of Berlin generates the triples:
<res:Berlin> <dbp:areaCode> ?area_code.
<res:Berlin> <dbo:areaCode> ?area_code.
Comparatives As explained earlier, superlatives and comparatives are not
matched to ontology terms but used here to generate the appropriate triples.
For comparatives, there are four different scenarios that we found from our analysis of the queries in datasets used by different semantic search evalutions (e.g.,
Mooney dataset [27] and datasets used in QALD challenges6 ). The first is when
5
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a comparative is used with a numeric datatype property such as the property
numberOfEmployees in the question phrase more than 500000 employees. This
information is known from the range of the property. In this case the following
triples are generated:
?company <dbp:numEmployees> ?employee.
?company <dbp:numberOfEmployees> ?employee.
These triples are ordered according to their similarity with the original query
term (employee) and a choice is made between using the best match or all
matches depending on the priority of the algorithm (i.e., whether to favour
precision or recall). The chosen triples are then added to the following ones:
?company a <dboCompany>.
FILTER ( ?employee > 500000)
The second scenario is when a comparative is used with a concept as in the
example places with more than 2 caves. Here, we want to generate the same
triples that would be generated for places with caves and add the aggregate
restriction: GROUP BY ?place HAVING (COUNT(?cave) > 2).
In the third scenario, the comparative is used with an object property which,
similarly, requires an aggregate restriction. In the example countries with more
than 2 official languages, the following restriction is added to the normal triples
generated between country and official language.
GROUP BY ?country HAVING (COUNT(?official_language) > 2)
The fourth and most challenging scenario can be illustrated by the question
Which mountains are higher than the Nanga Parbat?. The difficulty here is to
identify the property referred to by the comparative term (which is ‘elevation’
in this example) to get its value for the given instance and then do a comparison with this value. While [24] tackles this challenge by generating suggestions
using the datatype properties associated with the concept and asking the user
for assistance, this can be an overhead on the user. Our algorithm tries to select
the best relation according to the query context. Firstly, all numeric datatype
properties associated with the query concept (in this case mountain) are identified. These are: latS, longD, prominence, firstAscent, elevationM, latD,
elevation, longM, latM, prominenceM, and longS. Using our WSD approach,
each of these properties is first disambiguated to identify the synset which is
most relevant to the query context. Then, the selected synsets of all the properties are put together and treated as different meanings of a polysemous word in
order to have the WSD approach identify the most related synset to the query.
Using this technique, the algorithm correctly selects the property elevation
to use and then proceeds to find mountains with elevation higher than that of
the instance Nanga Parbat. In order to verify whether our WSD algorithm was
affected by the abbreviations (such as latM), we asked the same question after replacing the abbreviations by their equivalent word (latitude for latM). We
found that it still selected elevation as the most relevant property since it had
more overlapping terms with the query than the others.
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Indeed, it is more challenging to identify this link between the term and
the appropriate property for more generic comparatives like larger in the query
cities larger than Cairo. Several interpretations arise, including area of the city,
its population or density. The ability to resolve this scenario is future work.
Superlatives For superlatives, we identified two different scenarios. Either it is
used with a numeric datatype property such as in the example city with largest
population, or with a concept as in what is the highest mountain. In the first
scenario, the normal triples between the concept city and property population
are generated, in addition to an ORDER BY clause together with a LIMIT to return
the first result.
The second scenario is more challenging and similar to the last comparative
scenario explained above and is indeed tackled using the same technique. All numeric datatype properties of the concept are identified and the most relevant one
(identified by our WSD approach) is used in the query. Again, in this example,
the term highest is successfully mapped to the property elevation.
3.5

Integration of Triples and Generation of SPARQL Queries

The final stage involves generating the SPARQL query by integrating the triples
generated from the previous stages. Information about the query term position is
used to order the sets of triples originating from different query terms. Furthermore, for triples originating from the same query term, care is taken to ensure
they are executed in the appropriate order until an answer is found (when higher
precision is preferred and thus not all matches are used).
For example, in the question Which software has been developed by organizations founded in California?, the terms in the first part — software, developed,
organizations — generate the following triples:
?software <dbp:developer> ?organisation.
?software a <dbo:Software>.
?organisation a <dbo:Organisation>.
And the terms in the second part — organizations, founded, California — generate the following triples:
?organisation <dbp:foundation> <res:California>.
?organisation a <dbo:Organisation>.
To produce the final query, duplicates are removed while merging the triples
and the SELECT and WHERE clauses are added in addition to any aggregate restrictions or solution modifiers required.

4

Evaluation

This section presents a comparative evaluation of our approach using the DBpedia test data provided by the 2nd Open Challenge on Question Answering over
Linked Data (QALD-2). Results were produced by QALD-2 evaluation tool7 .
7
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Table 1. Results for our approach (SenseAware, shown in bold) with SOA approaches.
Approach
Answered
Correct
P
R
F1
BELA
31
17
0.62
0.73
0.67
QAKiS
35
11
0.39
0.37
0.38
Alexandria
25
5
0.43
0.46
0.45
SenseAware 54
41
0.51
0.53
0.52
SemSeK
80
32
0.44
0.48
0.46
MHE
97
30
0.36
0.4
0.38

4.1

Results and Discussion

Table 1 shows the performance in terms of precision, recall and f-measure, in
addition to coverage (number of answered questions, out of 100) and the number
of correct answers (defined as P=R=(F1 )=1.0). Our approach (SenseAware)
is compared with QALD-2 participants [28]: SemSeK, Alexandria, MHE and
QAKiS, in addition to BELA [10], which was evaluated after QALD-2 but using
the same dataset and questions. The results show SenseAware is very promising
especially in terms of correctness: 76% of answers were ‘correct’. It also achieves
higher performance than the other approaches except for BELA. The latter
has higher values for P, R (and F1 ) since it favours these over coverage and
correctness (only 31 answered of which 55% were ‘correct’).
After excluding out-of-scope questions (as defined by the organizers) and
any containing references to concepts and properties in ontologies other than
DBpedia since they are not yet indexed by our approach, we had 75 questions
left. The 21 questions – out of 75 – that our approach couldn’t provide an answer
for fall into the following categories:
1. No matches were found for one or more query terms after query expansion.
2. Matches were found for all query terms but question type is out-of-scope.
3. Question requires higher level of reasoning than is currently provided.
Examples of the first category are: What did Bruce Carver die from? and
Who owns Aldi?, in which the terms die and owns should be mapped to the
properties deathcause and keyPerson, respectively. Questions that are not yet
addressed are mainly the ones which require identifying the right property to use
depending on the answer type. An example is When was the Battle of Gettysburg?
which requires using the property date. Another example is In which films did
Julia Roberts as well as Richard Gere play?. Here, our approach could not relate
the concept films with Richard Gere. Although, it is designed to maximise
the chance of linking concepts, properties and instances in the query, without
being affected with the sentence structure, this version cannot yet link a term
(films) that is being successfully related to other terms (Julia Roberts) to an
additional term (Richard Gere). However, it can still solve complex questions
that require relating terms that are not consecutively positioned (e.g., films and
Julia Roberts) in the question In which films directed by Garry Marshall was
Julia Roberts starring?. Finally, examples of questions in the third category are
Is Frank Herbert still alive? which requires understanding that the expression
still alive means not finding a value for the death date of the person.

10
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Discussion

In designing an approach to answer user questions, it is usually difficult to decide
whether to favour precision or recall, since it is well known that an increase in
one commonly causes a decrease in the other. In fact, which to favour depends
not only on the users but on their specific information need at some point. We
experienced this while designing our approach since we had to decide on the
following choices to be in favour of precision or recall:
Query Relaxation Consider the question Give me all actors starring in Last
Action Hero. This question explicitly defines the type of entities requested as
actors which justifies querying the dataset for only this type. Hence, we would
add the triple: ?actor a <dbo:Actor> to restrict the results generated from:
res:Last Action Hero dbp:starring ?actor to only these who are actors.
However, the current quality of Linked Data would be a major problem with
this choice, since not all entities are typed [29], let alone typed correctly. This
causes the previous query to fail, and only succeeds to return the required
answer after query relaxation, i.e., removing the restricting triple ?actor a
<dbo:Actor>. This choice is in favor of recall. It affects precision since, for the
question How many films did Leonardo DiCaprio star in?, following this technique would also return answers that are TV series rather than films such as
res:Parenthood (1990 TV series). Our decision was to favor precision and
keep the restriction whenever it is explicitly specified in the user’s query.
Best or All Matches The decision to use only the best match found in the ontology for a query term or all matches whose similarity exceeds a threshold can affect precision and recall. For instance, the term founded in the question software
developed by organizations founded in California has several matches including
foundation and foundationPlace. Using only the best match (foundation)
would not generate all the results and, in turn, affects the recall. On the other
hand, if these properties were not relevant to the query, this would harm the
precision. To balance precision and recall, our algorithm uses all matches while
employing a high value for the similarity threshold and performing checks against
the ontology structure to assure relevant matches are only used in the final query.
Query Expansion when a query term is not found in the ontology, query expansion is performed to identify related terms and repeat the matching process
using these terms. However, in some scenarios, this expansion might be useful to
increase the recall, when the query term is not sufficient to return all the answers.
Therefore, it would be useful to perform the expansion for all query terms even
if they had matches in the ontology. An example of this is when one of the two
terms website or homepage are used in a query and both of them have matches
in the ontology. Using only one of them could affect recall for some queries. On
the other hand, the quality/relevance of expansion terms (for polysemous words)
depends fully on the WSD approach. If a wrong sense was identified for a query
term, this list will be noisy and lead to false matches. Additionally, the disambiguation process is computationally expensive and therefore, for these reasons,
we perform query expansion only when no matches are found in the ontology for
a term or when no results are generated using the identified matches.
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Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a NL semantic search approach to answer
user queries expressed in their own terms and format. The main steps of the
approach are recognising and disambiguating named entities in the query; parsing and matching the rest of the query to ontology concepts and properties;
and, finally, generating triples from these matches and integrating them to form
the final SPARQL query. Using BabelNet in our WSD approach allowed high
performance disambiguation of polysemous query terms and therefore, when required, produced highly relevant terms for query expansion. Together with a set
of SOA string similarity algorithms and filtering techniques to produce accurate mappings for query terms, we have shown that our approach’s performance
is competitive (especially in the number of questions answered correctly: 76%)
when evaluated using the QALD-2 dataset. We have also discussed challenges
facing our approach (which are in common with many NL approaches). Query
terms that are very difficult to be matched to the ontology or queries requiring advanced reasoning would, indeed, require a ‘user in the loop’ to assist the
system in addressing these challenges. This agrees with our recommendation [7]
to combine the benefits of visualising the search space offered by view-based
query approaches (which would support the user in the above scenarios) with a
NL-input feature that would balance difficulty with speed of query formulation.
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